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Position 1 - South Mutual Union and Mt. Vernon across from 1030 Mt. Vernon. Land is owned 

by leaseholder Jon Berry of 857 South Mutual Union Road.    Berry farms and raises cattle that 

may, from time to time, graze in the adjacent field north of the monitor.   

 

This view is standing at the side of Ault Road looking east.  Hessler Figure 2.21b shows this 

gate open. You can see the tracks in the grass indicating that vehicles travel through.  The 

sound monitor was positioned to the right of the gate post. 

 

This view is looking south.  There is a bridge on the right.  Berry’s cattle graze in the field on the 

right from time to time. 
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This view is from the gate looking north-northeast and reflects the field where cattle may graze 

periodically. 

 

This view is looking west from the monitor to the home at the corner of Mutual Union and Mt. 

Vernon. 
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Position 2 - Ault Road at the bend owned by Carl Oberly of Delaware, Ohio. Property includes a small 

fishing camp across the road from 1108 Ault Road (owned by Richard Saunders).  Oberly property is 

contiguous to the Don Roberts property to the east. Roberts is a leaseholder whose daughter worked for 

Invenergy as a land acquisition representative. Oberly may be a leaseholder.  

 

This view is from the bend in Ault Road looking north-northeast similar to Hessler’s Figure 2.2.2b.  The 

difference is that corn is the 2012 crop while soybeans were probably the crop in the field during 2011.  It 

is difficult to tell from Hessler’s photo whether the beans had been harvested. As of October 30, 2012, the 

corn had not been harvested. 

 

This photo is taken before the bend in Ault Road and reflects the grassy area just east of Oberly’s fishing 

camp and gives a better idea of how close to the road the telephone pole is. Note the brush pile to the 

right of the pole is also seen in Hessler Figure2.2.2b but in Hessler’s photo is appears to be distant.   
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Another view from Ault Road looking north.  It is difficult to tell if the board fence seen in Hessler Figure 

2.2.2b is still there. 

 

Standing at the bend in the road looking northwest, the small lake for the fishing camp can be seen. 
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Turning further to the west, the fishing camp comes into view.  Note that as Ault Road winds around the 

camp and turns north, it can be seen in the background behind the lake. 

 

 

A view from the telephone pole near the monitor, looking to the northwest showing Ault Road. 
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Looking southwest from the bend in Ault Road is a home with several dogs. 
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Position 3 - 6667 Urbana-Woodstock Road is owned by Paul  Melby Ober. It is assumed to be a leased 

property.  It is a large farming operation that sits back from the road.  

 

This photo looks south from Woodstock-Urbana Pike.  There are very large pieces of equipment. One 

large truck on the property can be seen in the garage bay at the left of the farm building. A semi is visible 

behind the telephone pole. The monitor was placed in the field on the left just south of the fence. 

 

 

This photo shows the field where the monitor was placed south of the white fence on the left. It is not 

know whether livestock are present from time to time in this fenced field. 
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Position 4 - 773 Yocom Road owned by Roger E. Yocom, a leaseholder.  

 

An anemometer is located on the south side of the house but it is not visible in Hessler Figure 2.2.4a. The 

monitor was located at the south edge of this field.  It appears the 2012 crop was corn and the 2011 crop 

would have been beans. Hessler’s photos look like the bean crop had not yet been harvested but may 

have been during the monitoring period.  

 

 

This view is from the south looking northeast to reflect the anemometer on the property. 
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Position 5 - 1319 North Parkview Road is owned by leaseholders James Paul and Robin D. Pond of that 

address.  This address is ½ mile from Downsize Farm (see www.downsizefarm.com) a care facility for 

developmentally disabled adults.  The founders of Downsize farm have two children with Down’s 

syndrome, thus the name of the farm.  They have buses that collect clients throughout the community, 

thus it is a fairly heavily traveled road.  Downsize Farm is about 1,700 feet from Turbine 100.  

 

This photo is taken from the road looking east. This is a large and active farming operation. The monitor 

was in the proximity of the silo on the left as reflected in Hessler Figure 2.2.5b. 

 

 

This is the view of the Yocom farm from the south looking north.  

http://www.downsizefarm.com/
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This is a view looking at the west side of the road opposite the Yocom farm to the south.  You can barely 

see the Yocom barn on the right. The Yocom farm and homestead are not representative of the homes 

“that intermittently line this stretch of road” as asserted by Hessler. 

 

This is a side view of the Yocom farm from the south looking north. The sound monitor was said to be 

placed behind the barn in “an open grassy area”.  It appears the sound monitor is surrounded by farm 

buildings except to the west as reflected in Hessler Figure 2.2.5b. 
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South of the Yocom property is Downsize Farm, a non-residential care facility for developmentally 

disabled adults. This is a view of Downsize Farm from the north looking south-southwest.  It is an active 

facility during the daytime. 

 

This is another view of Downsize Farm which reflects that it is perhaps a tourist attraction as well as a 

service provider for special needs adults.  Downsize Farm is about ½ mile south of Position 5. There are 

a number of buses that pick up and deliver the clients to the facility Monday thru Friday.  
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Position 6 - 1499 Bullard-Rutan Road is a large farm owned by Alan and Lesa Bullard.  The sound 

monitor was located on the north side of the house approximately 250 feet to the north and about 150 feet 

south of a creek.  There may have been construction occurring on the south side of the farm as there is 

evidence of some disturbance.  Bullard Rutan Road leading from the north to the south past the field and 

farm is a tree lined avenue of evergreens. Turbines 93, 92, and 91 are located across the road on land 

owned by the Schaner family.  Turbine 93 is about 1,000 feet from a home but it is not possible to tell 

whether or not it is a participating homeowner due to the “Position 6” label on the map. There is a non-

participating home about 1,300 feet north of Turbine 93.   

 

This view is from the north looking SE.  Hessler figure 2.26b is looking NW and in Hessler’s photo one 

can see the deciduous trees on the left in this picture but not the rest of the tree lined road.  The Hessler 

photo shows a part of one evergreen. 

 

This view is a little further north looking south. The monitor is located to the east in this field. 
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This is a view from the field looking north toward the creek. 

 

This is the home located to the south of the field where the monitor was placed.  In the background one 

can see farm buildings. It is a large and active farm. 
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This photo reflects the bins and grain dryer located next to the home to the south. 

 

The view is from the south looking north.  The sound monitor was located on the north side of this farm 

and home.  There appears to have been some construction in this area. 
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This view is of the area where some kind of construction or demolition may have taken place. This view is 

looking east from Bullard Rutan Road from the south side of the farm. 
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Position 7 - Bean Road, a populated road where a number of homes have been built recently. The 

monitor is situated between St Route 161 and Bean Road.   

 

This is a view of the field where the monitor was placed looking to the northeast.   

 

 

This photo was taken from St Rte 161 looking northwest to the monitor location.  The house on the left in 

the distance is the house pictured in Hessler Figure 2.2.7a. 
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This photo is taken from Bean Road on the west looking east toward the home close to the monitor.  The 

monitor was positioned east of the house on the left side of the photo. 
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Position 8 - Route 161 across the road from 8158 St Rte 161.  Land is a 213 acre parcel owned by 

Ronald Welch, a leaseholder.   Turbine 78 is to the south and to the north-northwest are 90, 80, 79 and 

131 owned by the Blacks and Moody’s.  This monitoring position is very near UNU members Linda and 

Larry Gordon who reside at 7400 East Rte 161.  Landowner Ron Welch has additional properties to the 

east and Turbine 94 is located on Welch’s property.  The sound monitoring position is allegedly 130 feet 

south of State Route 161. There are several homes on the north side of the road that range from 75 to 

105 feet from the road.  To claim that the homes are “much closer” to the road than the monitor is a 

difference without a distinction the homes are on a hillside and look closer than they are.  Also, in this 

area there few houses contrary to Hessler’s claim of “a number of houses.” 

 

No additional photos are available at this time due to weather.  Attempts to present a picture using 

Google Earth failed due to storm. 
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Position 9 - 8422 St. Rte 29 is the Hopkins House Bed and Breakfast. The monitor was placed about 225 

feet north of State Route 29 and about 100 feet east of the Bed and Breakfast .Turbine 78 is located at 

the rear of this 203 acre property about 1,337 feet from the Bed and Breakfast.  Information about the 

B&B can be found at http://www.historichopkinshouse.com/B_BChampaign_Co_Information.html   It is 

operated by Amanda Cooper whose father (?) Steven Cooper owns the land; is a leaseholder and a 

Goshen Twp Trustee.  Land behind Steve Cooper’s property is owned by Ronald Welch and sits on 161.  

Welch is a leaseholder.  James Hopkins was a famous local artist whose works hang in the Faculty 

Lounge of OSU.  It is an historic property.  Numerous non-participating homeowners live across the road 

on the south side of St. Route 29 within 1/2 mile of Turbine 78.   To the south of State Route 29 is land 

owned by leaseholder Paul Bline where Turbine 114 is located approximately ½ mile west of a housing 

development off of Allison Road.    

 

This is a view from State Rte 29 looking northeast. This photo presents the B&B which Hessler describes 

as “a farmhouse”. 

http://www.historichopkinshouse.com/B_BChampaign_Co_Information.html
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This photo is taken from State Route 29 looking north at the driveway which passes west of the B&B. It 

reflects that the property is an active farming operation in addition to being an historic site B&B.  

 

 

This view of the B&B is taken from State Rte 29 looking north-northwest. The monitor was put in the field 

shown at the lower right at a distance from the road equal to the B&B. 
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This photo shows the field in which the monitor was placed east of the porch where B&B visitors sit and 

south of some of the farm buildings. 

 

This photo is taken east of the B&B looking northwest.  This view provides a comprehensive picture of the 

location of the monitor. 
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This view looks to the east on State Route 29.  The B&B sign for Hopkins House is visible at the driveway 

entrance on the left. 
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Position 10 - 3985 State Route 56 is owned by Betty and James W. Pratt, Jr.  The Pratts own multiple 

properties.  Turbine 88 will be about 1,300 feet from the house in a field.  There are cows grazing around 

the house.  See Google Earth aerial photo for the scope of the farming operations.  This appears to be an 

active farm and not “remote.”   There are eight to ten homes within ½ mile to the northwest of Turbine 88 

and many more homes further west and north at Harper Circle.  

 

This view is from Route 56 south looking north at the home.  The monitor is located to the east behind the 

house. Hessler Figure 2.2.10b shows the monitor next to a fence on the south. These cows may have 

access to the field bordered by this fence. 

 

This view is from the road looking SE from the driveway.   The photo documents the address of the 

property. 


